EPILEPSY SOUTH AFRICA LEGAL AND MEDICAL DISCLAIMER

Provision of information

The Epilepsy South Africa website contains general information about epilepsy and related conditions and treatments. Content on this site does not replace the relationship between you and your doctor or other health professionals nor the advice you receive from them.

Specialized assistance

Never rely on the information on this website as an alternative to medical advice from your neurologist or other professional healthcare provider.

Never consider legal information on this site as specific authority or an alternative to guidance and/or advice from a legal practitioner.

Always consult a medical professional for specific information on treatment and medication. Alternatively, you are welcome to contact the Online Counsellor for referral to a specialist.

Never postpone seeking medical advice, ignore medical advice, or discontinue medical treatment and/or medication because of information on this website.

Restriction of warranty

The legal and medical information provided on this website is provided without any representations or warranties, expressed or implied. Epilepsy South Africa makes no representations or warranties in relation to the legal and medical information on this website.

Although all effort is applied to ensure accurate, updated and relevant information, the organisation does not warrant that the legal and medical information on this website will be constantly available, or available at all; or that the information on this website is entirely complete, accurate, up-to-date, or non-misleading.

Legal responsibility

No information in this legal and medical disclaimer will limit any of the organisation’s legal responsibilities in any way that is not permitted under applicable law (Non-Profit Organisations Act 71 of 1997, Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996), or exclude any of our legal responsibilities that may not be excluded under applicable law.

*Credit
This document was created using content from a Contractology template available at http://www.freenetlaw.com.